CAMPUS RESEARCH

THE ONLINE RESOURCE FOR VIRTUALLY EVERY SUBJECT.
Campus Research® on Westlaw® is the premier research service for the news, business, and law-related information that’s specially designed for the needs of librarians and students.

Scholarly research demands full-text information, and that’s what Campus Research delivers. With Campus Research, students have both broad and deep information resources that they need for high-quality term papers, dissertations, and other course assignments.

FOR LIBRARIANS

Campus Research is easy for students to use, so librarians have fewer technical questions to answer and more time to work with students on a full range of learning opportunities.

- Campus Research is intuitive and self-explanatory
- Includes easy-to-find online search tips
- 24/7 access and no passwords required
- Expert technical and customer support ensures prompt assistance
- Low, flat-rate pricing based on the number of full-time equivalent students (FTEs), so librarians can easily budget for resources with no unexpected charges

FOR STUDENTS

Every student needs access to solid news, business, and law-related information to successfully complete their work.

Campus Research combines breadth of news and business information with superior depth in law-related information to provide a complete, 360-degree view of any issue.

- Current and archival coverage of newspapers, magazines, broadcast transcripts, wires, and trade journals, with sources like USA Today, Le Monde, Haaretz, Associated Press, and CNN – at no extra charge
- Access to Company Investigator, an authoritative source for researching and gaining insight on more than 30 million public and private companies
- Topical categories to refine searches and obtain more precise results
- Expert analysis from hundreds of law reviews and journals, encyclopedias, and treatises or read full-text legislation, regulations, and court decisions
- Simultaneous usage, so there’s no waiting for access
- Global search box simplifies and speeds up searching
- Easy-to-use integrated research tools, such as template searching, headnotes, case synopses, West Key Number System®, KeyCite®, and hypertext linking to related documents, help students focus topics and quickly find what they’re looking for
- 24/7 access through your website anywhere without using a password
- As intuitive to use as any Internet search engine

CONVENIENT REMOTE ACCESS

Students can access Campus Research 24 hours a day, seven days a week, through their college or university website. No individual student passwords are needed, and with simultaneous usage, students don’t have to wait for access.

EXPERT ONGOING SUPPORT

Whenever you have questions or need customer or technical support, you can count on our technical and research professionals for prompt assistance.
Research in nearly every academic discipline – business, marketing, accounting, criminal justice, health, social sciences, history, political science, and more – intersects with law. So all students benefit from the comprehensive primary and analytical law-related sources readily available on Campus Research.

Because law-related research may be daunting and complex, Campus Research provides an array of interconnected primary and analytical law content to help students get a more complete understanding of the issue they’re studying. A global search box, as well as template searching, make it easy for students to find what they need.

**ANALYTICAL SOURCES:**

**American Jurisprudence, 2d (Am Jur® 2d):** A Campus Research exclusive, *Am Jur* is an encyclopedia that includes analysis of cases, statutes, and regulations from all 50 states and federal courts. It also includes analysis of the spirit and intent of the courts in construing the law, and the legislature’s intent in enacting and amending the law. Arranged in more than 400 topics, it’s an ideal way to get a quick and thorough understanding of unfamiliar law.

**American Law Reports (ALR®):** ALR is a continually updated series of articles that collects and analyzes every court case decided on a particular point of law. ALR is written in a narrative style and covers all sides of an issue.

**More than 800 law reviews and journals:** Includes top titles like *Harvard Law Review; American Journal of Legal History; The Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics; Stanford Law Review; The University of Chicago Law Review; and The Yale Law Journal* for background and the latest developments on any law-related topic.

**PRIMARY LAW SOURCES:**

**United States Code Annotated® (USCA®):** *USCA* combines the official text of the U.S. Code with relevant cases, historical notes, indexes, cross-references, and other annotations to provide a solid framework for researching federal law.

All federal and state cases, including Supreme Court cases: Easily accessible through the National Reporter System®, an exclusive system of reporting federal and state cases that’s editorially enhanced for complete research.

**Code of Federal Regulations (CFR):** The full body of federal administrative regulations. Features over 38,250 references to USCA, with hypertext links to the corresponding statute. Automatically incorporates weekly updates from the Government Printing Office.

**European Union Law:** Search laws and regulations by topic, by date, and via full text.

Federal Register: 50,000 pages of current regulatory, administrative, and executive materials generated by key federal entities. Also includes proposed or promulgated amendments to any CFR section mentioned in the Federal Register database. Updated daily.
Students can search thousands of news and business information databases to find the research results they need for virtually any subject area.

**NEWSPAPERS**
Current and archival editions of hundreds of U.S. newspapers, including top titles like The Washington Post and USA Today.

**MAGAZINES**
Current and archival issues of sought-after sources like Newsweek, The Economist, American Banker Magazine, and Advertising Age.

**TRADE JOURNALS**

**INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS**
Includes popular international sources like EuroWeek, BBC Monitoring, and Global Times.

**NEWSWIRES**
Get the most current news from more than 300 newswires, including Associated Press, TheStreet.com, and numerous international wires.

**NEWSLETTERS**

**BROADCAST TRANSCRIPTS**
More than 900 television and radio transcripts, including national and local news content from ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox, MSNBC, NBC, PBS, and BBC Radio.

**FOREIGN LANGUAGE PUBLICATIONS**
Search non-English news sources available in Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish.

**COMPANY INFORMATION**
SEC filings and Hoover’s company records, including profiles for thousands of private and public U.S. corporations.

**INTERNATIONAL CONTENT**
The International Content optional add-on provides your students with an authoritative information source to help them grasp complex laws from across the globe. Included in this add-on is legal information from Australia, Canada, the European Union, Hong Kong, Korea, and the UK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Content Available by Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BUSINESS CONTENT

Access to business information databases to provide a complete view of public and privately held organizations around the world.

HOOVER’S COMPANY RECORDS
Search for company profiles providing financial and operational information on public and private U.S. corporations, as well as other companies.

SEC FILINGS
Access annual reports, proxy statements, 10-K and 10-Q reports, and other documents filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

COMPANY INVESTIGATOR
Company Investigator is a comprehensive resource that consolidates a wealth of data to save you hours of research time and provides you with the insights you need to make informed decisions before you move forward. Compare corporate family tree structures, discover relationships among entities, and find company-related information from new dockets, bankruptcy filings, and much more.

• More than 30 million public and private profiles, including general corporate information, subsidiary data, legal disputes, secretary of state filings, regulatory filings, and material agreements
• Expanded search functionality – Access to company name, officer, director, NAICS/SIC, FEIN, tax identification, and more help you accurately locate a search subject
• Family tree view – This dynamic graphical view of all business affiliations, including Ultimate Parent, Parent, Subsidiaries, and more, gives students the ability to link into business information and expand the relationship display for further review

• Ultimate Parent and Immediate Parent accessible from family tree view and from the search results list
• Hard-to-find information on private businesses including small businesses and partnerships
• Generate comprehensive reports to help in job searches
• Company reports – Easily compile a single comprehensive report that can be customized to capture business information of relevance to your investigation, including regulatory filings, financials, docket information, criminal records, and IP data
ENHANCED SEARCHING, INTELLIGENT TOOLS, AND AN INTUITIVE DESIGN

WESTLAW FEATURES

• Easier to use, thanks to a clean, intuitive design with a customizable display and quick-read visual indicators to help track research

• Dramatically improved search with WestSearch®, the world’s most advanced legal search engine. A query of simple descriptive terms searches all Westlaw content (no need to pick a database or use precise search terms) and displays the most relevant results first. Results can also be narrowed by document type, jurisdiction, date, and other criteria

1 Easier searching enables you to enter your search however you wish, then choose a jurisdiction. The system automatically recognizes the format of your query.

2 A streamlined look and feel makes it easy to view content sources to find what you need quickly from your favorite sources – or any others.

3 Content tabs allow you to browse to exactly what you are looking for, easily and intuitively.

4 Helpful resources such as a comprehensive Campus Help Guide make research easier for them – and you.
COMPANY INVESTIGATOR: BUSINESS INSIGHT

Flexible search criteria options strengthen your ability to accurately search more than 30 million companies by location, personnel, filing date, tax identification, or industry code.

Company Family Tree presents a graphical view of all business relationships. Drill deeper into the family tree using the search box to expand your view of business relationships.

KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
Only on Westlaw:
• Trusted expertise and commitment to accuracy means you can build the strongest argument with total confidence
• WestSearch, the world's most advanced legal search engine, incorporates 125 years of our proprietary analysis of the law to deliver the best results faster
Campus Research on Westlaw offers students everything they need in one convenient location, with an easy-to-use interface, powerful search algorithm, and comprehensive coverage of current events, business, and the law.

Superior content, ease of use, and affordable, fixed-rate pricing make Campus Research the right choice for your college or university library.

LEARN MORE

Call 1-800-328-7990 or contact your sales representative. Visit legalsolutions.com/campus-research